**SET-UP**

- **LOBBY**
- **EXHIBIT HALL CONCOURSE**
- **FOOD LOUNGE**
- **Exhibit Hall A1**
- **Exhibit Hall B**
- **FREIGHT DOORS**

**Equipment List**

- **Ceiling Height**: 32' 6"
- **Dimensions Hall A1**: 236' W X 113' D
- **Dimensions Hall B**: 240' W X 354' D
- **Total Sq Ft**: 114,500

**GENERAL NOTES**

- Set Notes:
- REV: As of: Scale: 1" = 59'

**Set Notes**

- EXHIBIT HALL A1B

**REV**

- As of 01/03/2012

**Scale**

- 1" = 59'

**Event**

- Music City Center Exhibit Hall A1B

**Dates**

- As of Date: <Rev#>